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Declassification Declared

Editorial
The Prime Minister, Narendra Modi interacting with the family members of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, at 7 Race Course Road, in New Delhi on October 14, 2015 | Pix: PIB

Government of India,
between 1953 and 2000
created forty-one ﬁles on
Netaji Subhas Chandra
Bose - two of which have
been declassiﬁed so far and
can be accessed at National
Archives of India. Out of
the remaining thirty-nine
ﬁles, four are ‘Top Secret’,
twenty ‘Secret’, ﬁve are
‘Classiﬁed’ and ten
‘Unclassiﬁed’.

Prime Minister
Narendra Modi hosted
thirty-ﬁve member of
Netaji’s extended family on
October 14, 2015. He
tweeted, “It was a privilege
to welcome family
members of Subhas Babu
t o 7 R C R . We h a d a
remarkable & extensive
interaction.” He added, “I
told Subhas Babu's family
members- please consider

me a part of your family.
They shared their valuable
suggestions with me.”
The hour-long
interaction saw Netaji’s
family members requesting
for declassiﬁcation of the
ﬁles relating to Netaji.
“Process of declassiﬁcation
of ﬁles relating to Netaji
will begin on 23rd January
2016, Subhas Babu's birth
a n n i v e r s a r y, ” M o d i

tweeted later. He also
added, “There is no need to
strangle history. Nations
that forget their history lack
the power to create it.”
The family members of
Netaji also suggested Prime
Minister to initiate the
process on declassiﬁcation
of the ﬁles on Netaji,
available with foreign
governments. The Prime
Minister ﬁnds the

Unveiling Black Paper
Sagnik Chowdhury:
Students and members of Akhil
Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad
(ABVP) from all districts across
We s t B e n g a l c o n g r e g a t e
Kolkata, on October 7.
National Joint Organizing
Secretary K. N. Raghunandan
and National General Secretary
Srihari Borikar, State President
Dr. Raman Trivedi and State
Vi c e P r e s i d e n t G o p a l
Chattopadhyay were present in
the Chatra Shakti Mahamichil.
Besides State Organizing
Secretary Kishor Barman,
Organizing Secretary Sunil
Ambedkar, East Zone
Organizing Secretary Amitava
Chakravorty, State Secretary Subir Haldar, State Joint Secretary
Nandini Thakur, Co-Convener, Save Campus Save Education,
Gargi Mondal, State Girls in-charge Debasree Bhattacharya also
shared the dais.
The rally ran from College Square to Dharmatala to address
the State government the rising violence in college campus along
with several issues including corruption with rampant
irregularities in appointments, hike in fee structure, lack of hostel
facilities, delay in release of scholarships and others.







ABVP launched a Black Paper,
Krishna Potra, highlighting
following demands, designed to
resolve the rising problems
affecting the students across the
state.
 Stop political violence and
assault on teachers in
colleges
 Ensure adequate security to
girl students in colleges
campuses
 Introduce academic calendar
for admission, examination
and results
 Introduce university-wise
centralized online admission
system
 Fair conduct of SSC
examination and Teachers Eligibility Test (TET)
Recruit teachers to ﬁll up vacant posts
Improve quality and infrastructure of education
Adopt Lyngdoh Commission recommendations for
conducting students’ election
Introduce online nomination process to avoid violence in the
student's union nomination process
Add government responsibility to aid education to poor
students, irrespective of their community

suggestion to be similar to
his own thinking and the
view of the Union
government. “Will also
request foreign
Governments to declassify
ﬁles on Netaji available
with them. Shall begin this
with Russia in December,”
he said in another tweet.
“It took us over 70 years.
It is a historic day. The
political discourse of the

শি

country is likely to change
after January 23, 2016,”
said West Bengal BJP CoIncharge Sidharth Nath
Singh.
We s t B e n g a l B J P
President Rahul Sinha
added, “The ﬁles related to
Netaji are related to several
nations and that is why the
Centre is taking time to
declassify them. But the
ﬁles will be made public.”

েপনু স ান
Shakti Rupenu Samman 2015

Shyama Puja is a fes val, introduced in Bengal
during the 18th century, by King (Raja)
Krishnachandra of Navadvipa; started to
celebrate on a grand scale a er
Krishanachandra’s grandson Ishvarchandra
began patronizing the fes val.

Organized by

vent

rchi tec t
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West Bengal Observes Lok Nayak JP Jayanti

Ahare Bangla

Bhastrika

S

Lok Nayak
Jayaprakash Narayan
October 11, 1902 October 8, 1979

Mohandas Karamchand
Gandhi Jayanti
Friday, October 2

TCVN: West Bengal BJP held a massive rally against increasing
violence in the state on the birth anniversary of Lok Nayak
Jayaprakash Narayan and, remembered the days of ‘The
Emergency’. National Secretary & West Bengal Co-Incharge
Suresh Pujari, West Bengal BJP President Rahul Sinha, MoS for
Urban Development & Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation
Babul Supriyo and HRD Minister Smriti Irani were present among
others. Pix: Sumit Baradia

Bengal March Against College Violence

Lal Bahadur Shastri Jayanti
Friday, October 2

ushmita Bose, Practitioner of
Alternative Healing and Reiki
Master and Aroma Therapist shares
beneﬁts of yoga in daily life.
In Sanskrit Bhastrika means
‘bellows’. Rapid succession of forcible
expulsion is a characteristic feature of
Bhastrika. Sit on Padmasana. Keep the body, neck and head
erect. Close the mouth. Next, inhale and exhale quickly ten
times like the bellows of the blacksmith. When you practice
this a hissing sound is produced. The practitioner should start
with rapid expulsion of breath following one another in rapid
succession. When the required number of expulsions, say ten
for a round is over the ﬁnal expulsion is followed by a deepest
possible inhalation. The breath is suspended as long as it can be
done with comfort. Take rest while breathing normally. One
can do three rounds in the morning and another three rounds in
the evening. Bhastrika is a powerful exercise to keep oneself
ﬁt. This relieves inﬂammation of the throat, increases gastric
ﬁre, removes diseases of the nose and chest and eradicates
asthma. It gives warmth to the body. The number of
exhalations or rounds is determined by the practitioner. When
you have no sufﬁcient warm clothing in a cool region to protect
yourself from the cold, practise this pranayama and you will
get sufﬁcient warmth in the body quickly. Repeat ‘OM’
mentally throughout the practice.

TCVN: ABVP held a massive rally in Kolkata highlighting issues
causing violence and corruption in the State. Pix: Rajendra Dubey

Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam at DRDO Bhawan

Sardar Vallabhbhai
Jhaverbhai Patel Jayanti
Sunday, October 31

Actor Passes Away

TCVN: Prime Minister Narendra Modi unveils the bust of the
former President of India, Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam at DRDO
Bhawan, to mark his 84th birth anniversary, in New Delhi on
October 15. Pix: PIB

Governor Unveil ICGS Anmol

Bengal shocked by the passing
away of actor Pijush Ganguly on
October 25. He, along with actor
Malobika Sen and others were on
their way for a function on 20th
evening while they met with a
fatal road accident. Pijush was
the one who got multiple
fractures and injuries. They were
immediately admitted in a
private nursing home. While
others' condition started being
stable, Pijush could not continue
the battle and ultimately expired.
The untimely death of one of the
industry's prominent actor since
the 90's left a big void amongst
his colleges and audiences.

Jewel Of Bengal

Every year, Durga Puja is a special event in our lives and it
shows the power of unity among thousands and millions of
people going out to watch the different pandles. One can say that
those four days are the only four days which bring rich and poor to
the same platform. There is equality among people. However,
what brings so much joy to our lives is Ma Durga herself. But, it
seems people enjoy sinking her as well. The sculptors work for
months combined to come up with many sculptures of Ma Durga
and, it doesn’t even take two minutes to push her into the river
Launch of Akash Music
Ganga. If the sculptures really had life in them, they would surely
die of trauma from seeing people dancing before them, rather
than dying from sinking in the water. We laugh when she comes,
surprisingly we laugh when she sinks too. We are really happy
people it seems. But, sometimes too much of laughing is
seriously scary especially when Bijoya takes her away for yet
another year. Though, it is just a way to show that Ma is leaving
for the year and, we have to let her go. Sinking her into the holy
river is a symbol of her returning back. And, for most of us ending T C V N : A k a s h M u s i c h a s
launched music album of seven
it on a high note by saying, “asche bochor aabar hobe.”
songs of Hello Kolkata's 3rd ﬁlm
Chalte Chalte Bindass-Camera
On, a ﬁlm by Asish Basak. The
album was launched by Yoga
Guru Arjunsree Chandan Das,
socialite Debkanya Sen, novelist
Shibani Sinha, ﬁlm personalities
Anit Mukerjea
Chandra Banerjee, Sanjita
Durga Puja is round the corner and, therefore, keeping this in Nandan, Sonu Saraswati Das and
mind a buffet spread has been arranged to celebrate the home child artist Soumili Sarkar.

A Buffet Spread
During Durga Puja

coming of the Goddess as part of the food and festivity on the
occasion. Aaira, will rustle up a Bengali and Indian buffet spread
showcasing the best of traditional Bengali delicacies to appease
the high-priests of delectable cuisine. Exquisitely designed the
‘Aaira Puja buffet’ will spice up the taste buds to leave a lasting
impression on the gastronomer.
All the days from October 19-23 take a stroll down Middleton
Row and spoil yourself on this festive occasion. You may start
your meal with Aampora Sorbot and binge into non-vegetarian
fare with Bhetki Macher Paturi, Chingri Malai Curry, Kancha
Lankar Mangso to name just a few. No description of Bengali or
Indian food is complete without referring to the popular Amsotto
Khajoorer chutney. You may complement your sweet tooth with
Pantua, Chennar Malpua, Malai Chomchom and special baked
TCVN: Hon’ble Governor of West Bengal Keshari Nath Tripathi Rosogolla will make one cherish the pujas as something to
unveiling the Ship’s Plaque in the presence of Inspector General, remember by and the food could not be more authentic making
K.R. Nautiyal, Commander Coast Guard Region (North East), on one ask for more.
the occasion of commissioning of ICGS Anmol, at Khidirpur
Dock, Kolkata on October 15, 2015. Pix: PIB

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan Anniversary at Howrah

Join the intensive
campaign, lets
generate sanitary
awareness and educate
for a healthy society

The Craze Venture
Reader’s Offer

Kolkata Sahitay Asar

TCVN: Renowned novelist
Shibani Sinha was felicitated at
Hello Kolkata Sahitay Asar with
Jyotsna Sammanana by exchampion 'Bharat Sree Arjun
Kumar' Chandan (Gourisankar)
Das, singer Krishnapriya Polley
and other dignitaries.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT!

Appliances
that make
your life
easy
Customer Care: 1800 3070 3370

BECOME A VOLUNTEER
CALL 9831518805

TCVN: Actor & Gazal Singer
Janiva Roy celebrating her
birthday party at Mix restaurant.
Pix: Arindom Karmakar

T C V N: The Phoenix had
awarded Jewel Of Bengal to Dr.
Arup Mitra for his excellence in
research on spiritualism and to
author Shibani Sinha for her
outstanding pursuit of literature
during Hello Kolkata's open
forum discussion on modern
literature at Sarat Bas Bhawan.

Ayush Bose

Indian Air Force Day
Thursday, October 8

Dr. Avul Pakir Jainulabdeen
Abdul Kalam Jayanti
Thursday, October 15

Janiva host Birthday Party

Asche Bochor Aabar Hobe

Dr. Meghnad Saha Jayanti
Tuesday, October 6

Nanaji Chandikadas
Amritrao Deshmukh Jayanti
Sunday, October 11

TCVN: Government of West
Bengal is organizing Ahare
Bangla, a food festival with a
difference at Milan Mela,
Kolkata, with free entry. The
festival will run between Oct
30th -Nov 2nd (12-9 ).

TCVN: India First organized a street drama, followed by
cleanliness awareness campaign surrounding Howrah station to
celebrate the ﬁrst anniversary of Swachh Bharat Abhiyan.

ORDER
NOW

http://orpleappliances.com
For more details email corporate@orplegroup.com

*T&C Apply  Pay by Cash on Delivery  Brands, Logos, Creative, Trademarks, Copyrights are owned by their respective owners.
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A Film on the
Great Calcutta Killing

Anit Mukerjea

In 1946, Clement Attlee
Labour Party leader wanted to
quit India and, Md. Ali Jinna
wanted the partition of India
based on the 'two nation'
theory, opposed by Dr. Shyama
Prasad Mukherjee who formed
the 'Hindu Mahasabha'.
Danga, a ﬁlm by Director
Milon Bhowmick comes as a
pointer to warn all and sundry

the eventuality of the return of
the dreaded situation. The Film
highlights the contribution of
Dr. Mukherjee in the Indian
politics. The massacre of the
1946 riot, known as the Great
Calcutta Killing has also been
incorporated in the ﬁlm
'Danga' (Conﬂict).
Produced under the banner
of STC Productions the story
and script is penned by Jaydip
Chowdhury, dialogues Partha

Mitra, lyrics Priyo
C h a t t o p a d h y a y, G a u t a m
Susmit; music by Soumitro
Kundu, Tridib Parui; Singer
Sujoy Bhowmik, Sanchita
Bhattacharjee and Trisha
Parui; DOP B. Satish and Fight
Master (Judo) Ramu. The
shooting for this ﬁlm is
currently on and expected to be
released sometime next year
on Republic day. Pix: Arindam
Karmakar

Jaanbaaz to be Released Soon

Shooting of 'Love Is' Progresses

Anit Mukerjea: Jaanbaaz a Bengali feature ﬁlm
is expected to be released soon in some of the city
theatres. Presented by Kingshuk Goon and
Kaushik Goon Jaanbaaz made in the thriller
genre focuses on love, murder and sacriﬁce.
Sumit Das, a new age ﬁlmmaker believes who
believes in a multi genre story telling technique
on the big screen, has made such ﬁlms as Bicycle
Kick, Jijibisha and many music videos and
corporate ﬁlms as the ﬁlm maker believes in
content not in breaking form. The casting ropes in
Locket Chatterjee, Sampurna Lahiri, Debhjani
Deghuria, Suriyaa, Biswajit Chakraborty,
Kaushik Chakraborty, Kaushik Roy, Debranjan
Nag, Rana Mitra, Joy Badlani, Swarnali Sarkar
and others.

Anit Mukerjea: Statutory Warning: 'smoking is
injurious to health and causes cancer' before the
screening of ﬁlms at cinema halls has been taken
seriously by director Tutul Banerjee in his latest
Bengali feature ﬁlm 'Love Is'. However, millions
of poor people are engaged in the manufacturing
and distribution of this harmful product the
protagonist preaches a sermon to this effect. The
owner of the business takes police assistance to
teach him a lesson. His ﬁancee is Kabita who
supports him for this noble cause. Scripted and
directed by Tutul Banerjee, the story has been
crafted by Dawood Hussain while the
cinematography has been undertaken by Priya
Behura and the editing and choreography is by
Uttam Roy and Kailash Sharma.

Chhanda Deb's Maiden
Rabindrasangeet Launch
TCV Network: Akash Music presented an evening of
evergreen repertoire of Bengali songs at Uttam Manch on
1st October. Eminent vocalists ranging from Shampa
Kundu, Sanjib Adhikari, Monomoy Bhattacharia kept
listeners spellbound with their inimitable singing
acumen. Inaugurated by Debashis Kumar, Mayor
Parishad Kolkata Pouronigam Park Udam, the musical
soiree was preceded by the release of three music and
recitation albums namely 'Sougat' a recitation of Nazrul
Islam's poems by Basudeb Bhattacharya, Mon Bawley
Chai a Rabindrasangeet duet by Rajesh Bhattacharia and
Indrakhi Ghosh Basu.
This was followed by a debut Rabindrasangeet
album launch titled Parichayer Pawrosh rendered in the
solo voice of Chhanda Deb.
It was her maiden attempt at Rabindrasangeet being basically a vocal exponent of
Atulprasad, DL Roy and Rajanikanto. However, in her ﬁrst album Chhanda Deb's song
renditions of Tagore's compositions and lyrics was quite professional considering that she was a
vocalist belonging to a different genre. The two songs that she rendered from her new music
album Ami Tomar Sangey Bedheycchi Amar Pran and Adhar Amar Bhalo Lagey were simply
divine on account of the depth and emotional level that wove its magic through her voice
sustaining the higher octaves that bring out her sensitivity managing to enrapture her captive
audience. Pix: Surjendu Acharya

Young
Nostalgic Notes

Influence of Blues in
First Bengali Film

First Hindi Film
Shot in Kolkata

TCV Network

TCV Network

TCV Network

Notes of Nostalgia, a
recent music album by
INRECO with songs rendered
by promising young vocalist
Santanu Kar was launched at
Press Club recently in the
presence of Antara Chowdhury
and veteran vocalist Shivaji
Chattopadhyay. There are nine
songs in this repertoire of
modern Bengali songs. The
concept, composition,
arrangement and narration is
by Mithun; guitar, mandolin
and bass guitar is by Raja; ﬂute
by Bubal; female voice by
Trisha; male chorus C h a n c h a l , Ta n m o y a n d
Mithun; music assistance by
Sumanta while mixing and
mastering is by Rabee Majee.
Santanu Kar started as a
radio vocalist from a young age
being trained by his guru Pt.
Sunil Chattopadhyay. Santanu
developed a passion to play and
experiment with music.

Gharey Pherar Gaan, based
on the story of a talented,
ambitious, young wannabe
musician, who seems to prefer
the company of music rather
than his fellow friends at
school may be deemed the ﬁrst
Bengali ﬁlm to be inﬂuenced
by the Blues or Black
American music. Presented by
Xideas, Gharey Pherar Gaan is
directed by Sunit Bhattacharia
and produced by Pradip Dey.
Rajesh Sharma,
Samadarshi Dutta, Dolon Roy
and Pamela Mondol are in the
lead roles. Based on the story
by Pradip Dey and Ritam
Mitra, the music is by
Shibashis Banerjee with
cinematography by Rose
Alam, script Sunit
Bhattacharya.

Pakhi may be deemed the
ﬁrst Hindi ﬁlm to be shot in
Kolkata based on the activities
of a volleyball player as
narrated by Pakhi. Directed by
Abhra Akash and produced by
Arirtra Das and Momentum
Media, the music is by Bikram
Ghosh with workshop
grooming by Sohag Sen. The
casting ropes in Akanksha
Singh, (Capt of Basket Ball
team of India; Chetan Chitnis, a
Marathi hero, Jaya Seal,
Ritobrata Bhattacharya,
Meghnath Bhattacharya,
Bharat Kaul Biswanath Bose
and others.

The Craze Venture: SAS Fashion Calender Shoot
Studio Annapurna Studio, Designer Vivacity (Lifestyle Brand)

Event Architect, one of the
leading event management
and public relation companies
in Kolkata launches Craze
Hunt; an unique dais for those
in the performing arts, in
association with The Craze
Venture in the Swachh Sharad
Samman 2015 in presence of
producer Kingshuk Goon,
celebrity photographer
Susovon Saha, industrialist
Manish Singh Suryavanshi

and actor Amitava Rej.
Craze Hunt - a Talent
Festival, designed to explore
the hidden talents of the
aspiring artists in performing
arts including modeling and
acting.
Craze Hunt invites serious
professionals, irrespective of
their age and gender to explore
their performing arts, at a
professional platform. The
organizer is intended to offer
professionals with appropriate
recognitions.

Sanju Jain
Kolkata Modeling Co.
Modeling & Acting Casting

TheCrazeVenture

Kolkata Hunts for Craze

Sk. Azharuddin

The Craze Venture [3
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Explore Your
Performing Art

9874175014 / 8697440735
T&C Apply. The decision of the organizer is ﬁnal and binding.
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Craze Hunt Swachh Sharad Samman 2015
The celebration of Durga Puja, Bengal’s biggest festival connects with its culture and tradition. Event Architect in support of ‘Clean India’ campaign introduces Craze Hunt Swachh Sharad Samman 2015, in
association with The Craze Venture. The concept was supported by Moksh and Pravruti Foundation, powered by Impex Enterprises and Suryavanshi Group of Industries, sponsored by Sanju Jain Kolkata
Modeling Co. and, partnered by Mega Facility, GameB, Deepankar A., CutDCrap, MAC Fiction Studios and Indie Film Movement. The awards were judged by renowned ﬁlm producer & entrepreneur
Kingshuk Goon (Kings Entertainment), celebrity fashion photographer Susovon Saha, industrialist Manish Singh Suryavanshi, actor/journalist Amitava Rej, actor & model Lisa Ray, model Madhubanti
Adhikary and editor Babu Dubey. Picking up from the pujas of South and North Kolkata, six pujas in 8 categories were awarded as per the jury.

Purbachal Shakti Sangha-Haltu was formed in 1956, known for its social and cultural activities. They have been celebrating Durga Puja for the last seven years. This year, the puja was
inaugurated by Minister of Power, Government of West Bengal, Manish Gupta and other dignitaries. They came up with an unique theme that conveys a message to social and human life, the
symbolic - 'Chinhoi Chenaye', conceptualized by the renowned artist Robin Roy. The concept traces its lineage from the Gupta and Mauryan period where the 'seal' was introduced to mark the
identiﬁcation of an individual or an establishment, down to its modern variant of rubber stamp. The deity, manifested as an absolute power symbolizing the replica of the seal from mythological aspect.
The posture of holding the trishul, defeating Ashura, is itself a symbol of a rubber stamp. The entire decoration, lighting well suited to the concept. The message is that the achieved power and the spiritual
power are not the same; the later is eternal and cannot be caged. The Craze Venture recognized their artistic effort in three categories: ‘Creativity for Pandal’, ‘Concept for Pratima’ and ‘Overall Theme &
Representation of Durga Puja’ received by President Arijit Das Thakur (Rana) and their countless volunteers.
Ballygunge Tarun Sangha celebrated
its 71st puja. The have been continuing
the legacy amongst all odds with its
limited resources. The pandal and lighting
recalls the puja's of yesteryears. The idol was
made to order from Chandannagar. The overall
look, ornament and décor of the pratima are
divine. The Craze Venture considered their
unmatched creativity of pratima and awarded
for ‘Traditional Pratima’ to Secretary Prosenjit
Das, Treasurer Sesha Das, Topojit Mitra and
other members.

Keyatala Pally Samity Durga
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The Craze Venture awarded them for ‘Traditional Puja’ to Secretary Rajarshi
Lahiri and enthusiast kids.

Ahiritola Jubak Brinda – In their 45th year of Durga Puja, they offered an innovative
concept for pandal and idol. Focus was on different wooden items that come straight from
the kitchen - the pivotal area for a woman. And to pay respect to this gender in the occasion
of worshiping the Goddess of Shakti, renowned artist Satyaki Sur offered this theme. Craftsmen
from Nutan Gram in Burdwan brilliantly made these items with engravings of important facts from
the epic-Ramayana. Artists and craftsmen from various parts of India known for their skills in
wooden calligraphy were engaged for the decorations. Midnapore's Pingla contributed to the
majority with pot paintings, murals, etchings, etc. Amit, Sanawar & Mohin Chitrakar did praise
worthy job to enliven Satyaki's concept. South India's famous wood engraving was seen in the idol.
Soumen Pal, idol maker did a stupendous job to complement the entire theme. The Craze Venture
awarded for 'Theme & Concept' to Secretary Puspendu Basu and other members.

Belgachia Sadharon Drgasav Committee, Manmatha Dutta Lane - ‘Man and the Ladder’
was their theme in the 68th year. The huge ediﬁce was built in the structure of a ladder
depicting the rise and fall of a human life in various aspects. Their message is for every
individual who has an unending quest of climbing up the ladder and thrive to reach the summit for
heavenly bliss that cannot be reached without proper meditation and power. The thematic pandal
and idol adhering to the Indian scriptures were worth praising. The Craze Venture awarded them in
the category of ‘Overall Concept & Representation of Durga Puja’. President Tarun Saha, Joint
Secretary Shib Sankar Roy and Sayantan Guha Thakurta, artist of the theme Satyaki Sur and other
members received the award.

Jatiyo Yubak Sangha, Keshto Das Pal Lane (Chore Bagan) celebrated its 47th year Durga
Puja. The pandal and its decoration crafted a village with natural ﬂowers and live birds - that
evokes the bonding of traditional and cultural ideas. The decoration added sculptures of
various rural lives including farming. The pratima of Tarun Pal gave perfect touch to their dream
village. Women members and children gathered along with President Satyanarayan Das,
Secretary Dr. Dipak Chatterjee, members - Debojyoti Paul, Madan Shaw, Basudeb Das among
others to receive the award from The Craze Venture, in ‘Concept & Cultural Environment’.
Story by Jinia Sarkar, Deepankar Adhikari, Sk. Azharuddin, Debayan Das, Rajendra Dubey

The Craze Venture extends gratitude to all the sponsors, partners, associates and guests for their kind support to host this event. Heartiest congratulations to all the winners.
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